ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Recent years an exponential growth in numerous applications within the Internet as a whole seem the main interesting point to move towards support searching an efficient way to convey different types of data. Transmissions of such data not only require integrating the different kind of them, such that combine voice, video (e.g. TV, teleconference) and data services over a common network but efficient delivery of such a huge traffic with such applications requires broadband coverage networks. These are not currently available in almost all regions within many countries such as the European Union (EU) due to geography (e.g. mountains), small rural communities, or peripheral regions, creating a "digital divide" [1] . Thus, availability of the services become far from the universal and contention will seriously degrade throughput per user, and will necessitate the use of broadband wireless technology to integrate these users within the global internet [1, 2] . Recently, using broadband fixed wireless access (BFWA) has several advantages to cope with the problem. It enables operators in a competitive environment to roll-out wideband services in a rapid and cost efficient manner [3, 4] . The IEEE working group on broadband wireless access standards developed IEEE 802.16 [5] that provides the standards for broadband wireless system implementation. OFDM has been proposed as a part of the specification in order to combat frequency-selective fading in the BFWA channel. Also, the use of space diversity for capacity improvement using OFDM has been analyzed in [6] . It is based on using quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) which is a technique aimed to increase the spectral efficiency in communication systems. It is a modulation format for realizing optical [7] [8] [9] and wireless [10, 11] communication systems with a high spectral efficiency of much greater than 1 bit/s/Hz. Compared with OOK (On-off-keying), 2M QAM signal processes M single channel which it has M times superiors in spectral efficiency. The QAM signal processes M bits in a single channel, so it can realize M times spectral efficiency compared with OOK. However, using QAM means the transmitted energy per period of the spreading sequence would vary and depending upon the particular QAM symbol being transmitted. Therefore, each channel would experience a varying amount of interference depending upon the particular combination of symbols being transmitted by the other channels [12] .
The bit-error rate (BER) is of fundamental interest in digital communications [13] , since the recovered signals depends upon the number of bits transmitted per second and bit error rate. Szczecinski et. al, [14] developed a closed-form formula for the uncoded BER of rectangular QAM modulation using non-Gray mapping. They consider it for coherent detection with two different of modulation levels, specifically, 16-QAM and 64-QAM. Researchers in [15] have discussed high peak-to-mean envelope power ratio which is the major issue in the implementation of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing systems in low application devices by introducing a star 16QAM (S16QAM). However, neither higher orders nor influence of different orders on bit error rate are discussed. A solution has been proposed in [16] with utilising QAM constellation, called A16QAM, to overcome problems with S16QAM in terms of average of symbol error rate (SER) and the constellation figure of merit (CFM), nevertheless, the analyses presented for M = 16. On the other hand, Khan et. al., [17] show that overcoming the inter-symbol interference (ISI) effects of the channel equalization techniques are employed with low density parity check (LDPC) codes. The results were investigated and compared for systems employing QPSK and 16-QAM modulation schemes. However, influence of the other levels of the M-ary on the amount of the BER is not considered. In [3] the results were presented theoretically for BFWA system using coherent and non-coherent detection methods for QPSK and 16-QAM with equal value of the average symbol energy. In this paper, an analytical model for the bit error rate with different M-ary of quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) is presented. The analysis includes coherent and non-coherent detection methods. Then, comparisons for the BER with different M of QAM for the signal to noise ratio are studied. The achieved results show that with keeping fixed amount of symbols energy for all considered values/symbols the degradation in BER is remarkably noted with adopting coherent detection than that with employing non-coherent one. On the other side, keeping only fixed value of the encoded symbol leads to that amount of degradation with adopting non-coherent detection is greater than that with coherent one, while an improvement might be achieved with using lower values of M-ary. This paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 gives an analysis for the M-QAM for the two methods of detection, coherent and non-coherent. The performance analyses with the achieved results are presented in Section 3. The derived analytical expressions for the conditional bit error probability, error probability and average of probability of errors are listed for coherent and non-coherent detection methods in appendices A and B, respectively. The conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
ANALYSIS OF M-QAM
In quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) the carrier signal is split into two amplitudes which are modulated independently with the same frequency; shifted in phase by 90 degrees. These carries are called in-phase carriers (I) and quadrature-phase carriers (Q). The QAM can assign 2 ୩ -state by using I and Q, which is called 2 ୩ -QAM (or M-QAM). where h ୧ is the complex channel coefficient. Assuming the received signal from the channel is given by:
Each of h ୭ , s ୬ , and w ୬ consists of two components; in-phase: h ୍ , A, w ୬୍ and quadrature component: h , A, w ୬ , respectively, where w ୬ is the term which takes into account influence of ISI (h ଵ s ୬ିଵ + h ଶ s ୬ିଶ ) and the noise (v ୬ ), and the variance of the additive Gaussian noise is: N ୬ = Eሾ|h ଵ | ଶ ሿ + Eሾ|h ଶ | ଶ ሿ + N = P ଵ + P ଶ + N ; w ୬ (= w ୬୍ + jw ୬ ) has a complex Gaussian distribution. In general, the probability of 1 and 2 errors events are given as in Ref. [3] and some of parameters values are used here to complete the derivation and facilitate process of comparison and checking.
A-Non-coherent detection
Before presenting the derivations, let us define some parameters to assist arranging the required relations/equations. . While probability of occurring two decoded errors is given as: ܲ ଶ = ‫ݖ(ܳ‬ ଵ ). ‫ݖ(ܳ‬ ଶ ). The derivation for the probabilities of conditional bits and for the bit error rates and averaging of the error with employing non-coherent detection methods is given in appendix A.
B-Coherent detection
QAM is the standard coherent modulation scheme [10] . It is a popular choice because it uses bandwidth efficiently and linear channel distortions can be corrected by adaptive equalization at the receiver. QAM can be considered a logical extension of QPSK, since QAM also consists of two independently amplitude-modulated carriers in quadrature. Each block of k bits can be split into two (k/2)-bit blocks which use (k/2)-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converters to provides the required modulating voltages for the carriers. At the receiver, each of the two signals is independently detected using matched filters [13] .
, where n is an integer takes 0, 1, 2, … and (2n -1)!! = 1.3.5…(2n -1). The average of the error probability can be derived to be as the following form, regardless value of the used M-ary:
where, ߚ = ඥ ‫ܧ‬ሾ|ℎ | ଶ ሿ − ‫ݒ‬ ଶ , and ܲ is the bit error probability, see appendix (B).
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS:
To evaluate influence of signal to noise ratio (SNR) and energy of the transmitted signal on the overall performance of the system two cases will be considered: the transmitted symbols are normalized to unit energy (= 1) and for varying energy for each transmitted symbol (different with different values of the M-ary). For this end an expression for the average bit error probability (ܲ ത ) with the SNR are derived for the two detection schemes using with BFWA, namely, coherent and non-coherent methods. The derived expressions/relations presented in the previous section and listed in appendices A and B are employed in the evaluation of the system performance. The derived expressions for average BER's for M-QAM are computed numerically and results are plotted in Fig. 2 -a and -b and Fig. 3 With adopting coherent detection the degradation in the BER is obvious with M due to increasing probability of error, see appendix A. At low level of SNR (< 4 dB) the BER with k > 3 have approximately equal values. And, BERs get an improvement with increasing SNR (> 6dB), high level of QAM get low change for the better and becomes almost no progress for k > 5 while with using non-coherent detection the relation of improvement with increasing amount of SNR and values of M-ary of QAM. The progress of the BER is low with SNR and its almost ignorable when k > 3. As a comparison with using results in Fig. 2-b , the improvement is obvious with using coherent detection method. With utilizing fixed values for amplitude of all transmitted samples (A = √0.5), amount of improvement in BER with SNR with using coherent detection, see Fig. (3-a) . While amount of progress is almost slow with non-coherent scheme, as shown in Fig. (3-b) .
It is clear from the achieved results in figures 2 and 3 that for fixed values of M, less power is needed in order to achieve the same BER with utilizing coherent detection method regardless normalize the transmitted power or considering power of symbols individually. 
Conclusions
This paper presents an analytical model for evaluating performance of the M-QAM for BFWA for two detection schemes, namely, coherent and non-coherent. The expressions/relations are derived and investigated for many values of M-ary of QAM: 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 to evaluate conditional probability of error, bit error probability and average of the probability of error. The derived expressions/relations are analyzed and the achieved results indicate that to achieve a specific value of the probability of error amount of SNR with using coherent detection method is lower than that with using non-coherent one. Also, amount of degradation in the probability of errors with using coherent detection is faster than that with utilizing non-coherent one for all modulation levels in the QAM when the SNR get lower levels.
Appendix (A)
For non-coherent detection scheme
4-QAM
The conditional bit error probability ܲ is computed as:
In this case, the error probability can be computed as:
The average probability of error is derived to be as:
8-QAM
The conditional bit error probabilities: ܲ and ܲ are computed as:
Hence, after some manipulation steps of math, the average of the probability is:
16-QAM [3]:
The While the probability of the bit error rate is:
Then, the average of the error probability is:
32-QAM
The After some manipulation steps, we can formulate probability of bit error rate as:
The average probability of error is:
64-QAM
The 
The average of the error probability can be achieved as: 
256-QAM

